As a promising wireless communication technology, the IEEE802.11ah standard is designed to connect various sensors in the Internet of Things (IoT) in future. It is important to investigate adaptive transmission in the IEEE802.11ah standard. However, exact channel state information (CSI) is required. Channel prediction is an available approach. Therefore, an adaptive elastic echo state network (AEESN) for channel prediction in the IEEE802.11ah standard-based orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) system is introduced in this paper. The AEESN includes two key components, a basic echo state network and an adaptive elastic network. The latter is imported to overcome collinearity problems due to vast neurons in the former and to avoid ill-conditioned solutions when estimating output weights in the former. Moreover, the latter can produce sparse output weights, which reduces memory storage requirements.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the development of wireless communication technology, the Internet of Things (IoT) has developed rapidly in recent years [1] . The IoT means that theoretically, all objects may be controlled and connected by wireless communication technology in the future [2] . Currently, common wireless local area network (WLAN) technologies, such as WIFI and ZigBee, are in widespread use. However, the short transmission range of these technologies limits future IoT development. To overcome this drawback, the IEEE802.11ah standard was introduced in [3] . Compared to that of conventional WLANs, its carrier frequency is less than 1 GHz, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Khaled Rabie . and it is thus named the Sub 1 GHz standard (S1G) [4] . Therefore, it is more suitable for outdoor wireless communications. As a promising wireless communication technology, IEEE802.11ah requires exact channel state information (CSI) to achieve adaptive transmission, including adaptive coding [5] and adaptive power distribution [6] . Due to the computational and propagation delays in the transmitter and the receiver, the CSI obtained by conventional channel-estimation easily becomes outdated when the CSI is transmitted feedback to the transmitter [7] . This issue can be solved by channel prediction and thus, channel prediction algorithms based on outdated CSI have become a research topic of interest.
Scholars have introduced useful algorithms for channel prediction in wireless communications. T. Eyceoz introduced VOLUME 8, 2020
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ auto-regression (AR), a classic channel prediction method, in which the next value of CSI is defined as the weighted sum of the current sample and several past samples [8] , [9] . Guoqing Niu et al. imported a Kalman filter and proposed an adaptive autoregressive prediction method based on the classic AR method [10] . Liuxin Liu proposed a forward-back autoregressive method to predict CSI in downlink channel of LTE-TDD system. However, these methods were based on the classic AR method and were more suitable for slow fading channel. A. Duel-Hallen introduced a long-range prediction model based on minimum mean-square-error (MMSE) [11] .
The channel model was modeled as the sum of several sine waves, and once related parameters for each sine wave, such as, amplitude, initial phase and Doppler shift, were confirmed, long-range prediction was achieved. Shunsuke Uehashi et al. used two-step compressed sensing to estimate the direction of arrival (DOA) estimation of multipath components and further estimate related parameters in fading channel model [12] . However, high computational complexity in the above sum-of-sinusoids (SOS) model-based algorithms is an unavoidable problem. Since the development of machine learning, some nonlinear machine learning tools have been successfully applied for channel prediction. Xiaonan Zhao et al. used a support vector machine (SVM) to predict path loss in fading channel [13] . Zheng Xiang et al modified SVM using recurrent least squares and demonstrated better prediction performance [14] . In recent years, channel prediction based on neural network (NN) has also been reported, such as recurrent neural networks being utilized for channel prediction. Some modified strategies have also been reported, including recurrent least squares SVM and chirp Z-transform complex-valued neural network (Z-CVNN) [15] . Deep learning is also used to predict CSI in the 5th generation wireless systems (5G) [12] . Although those methods have been shown to effectively predict CSI, further research is necessary. Echo state network (ESN) is a simple and effective recurrent neural network (RNN) [16] that has been widely applied to various areas, such as chaotic time series [17] , wideband audio systems [18] and network traffic [19] . Moreover, ESN have also been shown to exhibit excellent performance in channel prediction [20] . However, due to the vast number of neurons in the hidden layers of ESN, ill-conditioned solutions exist when estimating output weights by the common least square (LS) method due to the collinearity problem of the input data. In this case, amplitudes of the estimated output weights tend to be large. This issue can be overcome with regularization. Ridge regression balances bias and variance, and prediction performances are improved to some extent. However, it retains information in all variables and produces non-sparse output weights. Unlike ridge regression, lasso regression can produce sparse output weights [21] . However, it produces biased solutions for large output weights. In addition, it lacks oracle property. To import oracle property, Zou et al. introduced an adaptive lasso regression [22] . To avoid losing group information, lasso regression and ridge regression were combined in an elastic net [23] . However, this approach also lacks oracle property. To improve the generalization ability of model, the adaptive lasso regression was imported in elastic net and adaptive elastic net was proposed for chaotic time series prediction [24] .
Based on [24] , a channel prediction algorithm based on adaptive elastic net echo state network (AEESN) for IEEE802.11ah standard-based orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is introduced in this paper. The main contributions are as follows.
1. Two elastic nets are included in the AEESN: the first one offers adaptive coefficients for the second one. Therefore, after two shrinkages in the adaptive elastic net, not only the collinearity problem in ESN model is overcome, but also oracle property is imported, and the generalization ability of the model is improved. Moreover, sparse output weights are produced, decreasing the data storage requirements. 2. Extensive evaluations (i.e., one-step prediction, multistep prediction and robustness for two cases of 1 MHz and 2 MHz bandwidths in IEEE802.11ah standardbased OFDM) are carried out and discussed.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. The OFDM system in the IEEE802.11ah standard and the basic ESN are briefly introduced in section II; then, the adaptive elastic net echo state network is introduced in detail in section III. In section IV, comparisons with other existing algorithms are made for 1 MHz and 2 MHz bandwidth modes. Finally, section V concludes the paper.
II. RELATED THEORIES
In this section, the OFDM system in IEEE802.11ah standard and the basic theory of ESN are briefly introduced.
A. OFDM SYSTEM IN IEEE802.11AH STANDARD
Due to carrier frequency lower than 1 GHz, the transmission distance of the IEEE802.11ah standard-based communication protocol can reach several kilometers, thus making it suitable for outdoor environments. Fig. 1 shows smart grid application scenarios using the IEEE802.11ah standard. Various sensors, such as gas sensors, water sensors and power sensors are connected by the IEEE802.11ah standard. It is noted that in order to guarantee communication quality, the OFDM technology is imported into the transmission system. For IEEE802.11ah standard, two transmission modes are offered: 1 MHz bandwidth mode and mode with bandwidth greater than or equal to 2 MHz. The latter inherits related parameters in the IEEE802.11ac standard, except that the clock frequency is reduced to one tenth that of the standard. Therefore, in this mode, the total number of subcarriers in one OFDM symbol and the number of discrete-Fourier-transformation (DFT) are 52 and 64, and the OFDM symbol time increases to tenfold that of the IEEE802.11ac standard. The former is a special mode in the IEEE802.11ah standard that enables longer transmission range. Fewer subcarriers are adopted in this mode, and the total number of subcarriers in one OFDM symbol and the number of DFT are 24 and 32. The period time of the OFDM symbol is the same as in the latter. The transmitter structure and receiver structure based on OFDM system in the IEEE802.11ah standard are found in [25] . Scrambler and convolutional encoding are imported to guarantee data security. Necessary processes are required, such as stream parsers, interleavers, constellation mappers, space-time block coding (STBC), cyclic shifts and spatial mapping. Therefore, encrypted data are transformed into modulation data for the OFDM symbol. Modulation data are transmitted in the data time domain by inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT); then, after guard interval (GI) insertion, window and serial-parallel conversion, transmitting data are obtained. The processes for the receiver are inverse to those for the transmitter. Therefore, the receiver is not introduced in this paper.
B. ECHO STATE NETWORK
ESN was first proposed by Jaeger and Hass for predicting nonlinear chaotic systems to save energy in wireless communications, and it remains as one of the most popular reservoir computation (RC) networks. Unlike traditional RNNs, its hidden layer is filled with a vast number of random neurons. Therefore, its hidden layer is also called reservoir. In supervised training process, the reservoir records transitory dynamic features in training data, and the current status in the reservoir is affected by the history status, which vanishes gradually as time elapses [26] . The typical structure of ESN is shown in Fig. 2 . As we can see, for given 
∈ R M and an output layer y(t) with h output units, where y(t) = [y 1 (t), y 2 (t), . . . , y h (t)] T ∈ R h . The two basic equations in ESN are
where tanh(•) is the active function,
is the concatenation of reservoir states matrix and input vector matrix [27] . The input weight matrix W in ∈ R M ×L and the connection weight matrix W ∈ R M ×M in reservoir are generated by random in a certain range, and the output weight matrix W out ∈ R (M +L)×h are calculated by LS. When supervised training process is implemented, if we define the initial state matrix as X = [Z(1), Z(2), . . . , Z(T )] and the corresponding target output matrix as Y = [y(1), y(2), . . . , y(T )], the output weight matrix W out is estimated by minimizing the following equation
where * 2 denotes the l 2 norm. Generally, the equation above is solved by the Moore Penrose inversion, that is
Therefore, when calculating the output weight matrix W out , the equation above is transformed into Moore Penrose inversion for the matrix X.
III. ADAPTIVE ELASTIC ECHO STATE NETWORK A. CHANNEL ESTIMATION IN OFDM SYSTEM
To obtain CSI in OFDM system of IEEE802.11ah standard, we assume that the CSI changes slowly, even is steady in single frame. Then, we briefly explain the basic channel estimation in OFDM system, which is LS. Another channel estimation method, MMSE, is also optional and its theories are found in [28] . We further assume K subcarriers in one OFDM symbol and omit cyclic-prefix (CP) and series-toparallel (SP) processes, the k-th complex baseband timedomain sending signal s k (n) at the sample point n is
where n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , K − 1, S k (k) is the frequency-domain sending signal of the k-th subcarrier in k-th pilot OFDM symbol. When the sending signal passes the multipath fading channel with L T paths, the k-th receiving time domain pilot OFDM signal r k (n) at the sample n is [7] r k (n) =
where z k (n) is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), ι (n) and τ ι denote the impulse response at sample n and delay time for the ι-th path of the time varying channel, respectively. ι (n) is [29] 
where α (n) is the channel gain at sample n and of -th path, δ(•) is the unit impulse function. The frequency domain expression of the receiving pilot OFDM symbol is obtained by the DFT, which is [30] 
where Z k (k) is the DFT of the noise and H ι (k) is the DFT of the impulse response, which is
where k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , K − 1. Then, we can estimate the frequency domain CSI by the basic LS, which iŝ
whereĤ k (k) and H k (k) are the frequency domain estimated and ideal CSI in the k-th subcarrier of the k-th pilot OFDM symbol.Ẑ k (k) is the estimated AWGN with variance σ 2 . Therefore, we define the signal to noise ratio (SNR) as
is the average channel power gain for the k-th subcarrier of the k-th pilot OFDM symbol [31] . Therefore, the performance of whole system can be evaluated by adjusting noise variance. In other words, we can evaluate the performance of whole system by setting various SNRs.
B. CHANNEL PREDICTION BASED ON AEESN
In above subsection, we obtain the estimated frequency domain CSIĤ K ×N T by LS and N T is the total number of pilot OFDM symbols in the simulation. When processing one-step prediction, L samples of the k-th subcarrier are used as input data u k (k), and the L+1 samples of the k-th subcarrier are regarded as output data y k (k). For the following derivations, we redefine theĤ k (k) as the frequency domain CSI in the k-th subcarrier of the k-th pilot OFDM symbol. Therefore, the input and output of AEESN are
where k belongs to [1, 2, 3, . . . , T ] in training process and [1, 2, 3, . . . , N ] in testing process, where T is the total number of the training samples and N is the total number of the testing samples. Theoretically, K predictors are required for a complete IFFT. Pseudocodes for channel prediction by the AEESN are given in Algorithm 1.
C. OUTPUT WEIGHT ESTIMATOR BASED ON ADAPTIVE ELASTIC NETWORK
As explained above, the estimated output matrix tends to be ill-conditioned solutions by the LS method due to collinearity problem in the input of the basic ESN model. In this subsection, we introduce an adaptive elastic network to estimate the output weigh matrix instead of LS method. For simplicity, all the following derivations and explanations are for the frequency domain CSI of the k-th subcarrier. When applying a native elastic network for the output process in ESN model, the loss function is
where Y , X and W out are the output matrix, the output matrix of the reservoir and the output weight matrix, respectively. λ 1 and λ 2 denote the regularization parameters for lasso regression and ridge regression. The former plays a role in producing sparse output weights, and the amplitudes of the output weights are reduced by the latter. As noted above, the elastic network lacks oracle property. Because adaptive lasso regression has oracle property, the native elastic network can be improved by adaptive lasso regression.
Therefore, the modified loss function is
where y j (k) denotes the output matrix for the j-th step prediction and h is the prediction horizon. We calculate the adaptive coefficients by
where w out (EN ) j,q denotes the q-th estimated output weight in j-th step prediction by the elastic net, j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , h, and q = 1, 2, 3, . . . , M + L. γ ∈ N + is the adjustment coefficient. Due to sparse output weights from the elastic network, in order to avoid dividing by zero, the adaptive Algorithm 1 Implementation of AEESN Input: Training input matrix u(k), training output matrix y(k), testing input matrix u t (k) and testing output matrix y t (k).
Output: Performance evaluation criteria
Step 1. Randomly generate W in and W .
Step 2. Update x(k) by (1) in reservoir.
Step 3. Calculate W out using adaptive elastic network in Algorithm 2.
Step 4. Calculate performance evaluation criteria.
coefficients are changed to
where j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , h, q = 1, 2, 3, . . . , M + L and Q = M + L. Therefore, the loss function (12) is
The equation above is equal to h sub minimizing questions, which are
Therefore, the loss function (12) in the AEESN is transformed into
where j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , h.
Abbreviate the equation above, we can obtain 
where
where I is the identity matrix, j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , h and q = 1, 2, 3, . . . , M + L. Therefore, the output weight matrix is obtained by
After derivation, the loss function (12) in the AEESN is transformed into a lasso regression with adaptive coefficients. The next task is to solve the problem above.
Then, we further deduce the equation above,
Therefore, the loss function (12) in the AEESN is transformed into standard lasso regression. The output weight matrix W out,j is estimated by
It should be noted that in the process above, the autocorrelation matrix after normalization of state matrix X is
where ς r,l is the autocorrelation coefficient. Assuming the estimated solution in loss function above by
we can obtain
Therefore, we can obtain
When increasing the coefficient λ 2 for ridge regression, the matrix above tends to be an identity matrix. Therefore, the output weight matrix is modified by
When solving (22) , some methods are optional, such as the newton method (NM), the quasi-newton method (QNM) and the gradient descent method (GDM). However, derivation for variables in the above methods are unavoidable. Least angle regression (LARS) [33] is another optional method. However, correlations in the variable are ignored in the basic LARS, which retains redundant variables. The solutions in basic LARS are suboptimal. We use the modified LARS to solve the lasso regression for (22) [21] in this paper. The related pseudocodes are given in Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 2 Output Weight Matrix Estimator
Step 1. Estimate the output weights matrix W j (EN ) of elastic network by Algorithm 3.
Step 2. Calculate λ by (20) Step 3. Obtain modified input matrix X * and output matrix Y * based on (20) .
Step 4. Obtain modified input matrix X * * by (23) Step 
D. ECHO STATE PROPERTY IN AEESN
The echo state property is defined as temporary information in input series that are stored in the model; as the length of input series increases, the states in the network are related to the input series and the effect of initial network state is weakening. For the AEESN, the necessary condition to keep echo state property is that the spectral radius of the inner weight matrix in the reservoir is less than 1, that is,
Assuming an the input series u(k), for ∀x(0), the initial state x (0) in the network is generated by a random method [34] , [35] , so
Since the length of the input series increases, the equation above is convergent to 0, which indicates that the state in the reservoir depends on the input, and the correlation with the initial condition is reduced and finally becomes no correlation [32] . In other words, the current output is not only affected by the current input, but also affected by the past input data. Therefore, we can conclude that the AEESN enjoys echo state property.
IV. SIMULATIONS
As explained above, two bandwidth modes are supported in the IEEE802.11ah standard, which are 1 MHz bandwidth and bandwidth of greater than or equal to 2 MHz. The former is a unique mode for long-distance communication.
Algorithm 3 Modified LARS
Step 1. Define u A = 0, β = 0 ∈ R M +L , valid data set A = and invalid data set .
Step 2. Calculate maximum correlation variable x i with target Y . Then delete it from and add it to .
Step 3. Calculate minimum step η j in valid data set and minimum step η i in invalid data set by
whereŴ n is current parameter matrix, ε = y −ŷ n , d = y n+1 − y n is the direction vector. c = max
Step 4. Update the valid data set and invalid data set . If η j < η i , delete x j from valid data set and add it to invalid data set . If η j ≥ η i , delete x i from invalid data set and add it to valid data set .
Step 5. Update parameter matrix by W n+1 = W n + η∇W n .
Step 6. Judge if invalid data set is empty set. If not, back to Step 3.
Step 7. Output estimated matrix W .
Therefore, in order to evaluate the prediction performance of the AEESN, CSI data in the two modes are estimated by LS in simulation. Then, in each mode, extensive tests are given, such as one-step prediction, multi-step prediction and robustness at various SNRs. Besides, in order to evaluate prediction performance, other channel prediction methods are also evaluated, such as the classic AR [8] and the SVM [13] . It is noted that serious ill-conditioned solutions exist in the basic ESN (BESN) model. Therefore, as suggested in [16] , the BESN is modified by ridge regression to obtain better prediction performance.
For performance evaluation criteria, the root mean square error (RMSE), normalized RMSE (NRMSE), symmetric mean absolute percentage error (SMAPE) and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) are utilized, which are
where N is the length of the testing data, y(i) andŷ(i) denote the i-th actual sample and the predicted sample. The smaller the above five indicators are, the better the prediction performance is. In addition, for simplicity, samples of CSI in the two modes are obtained with specific parameters.
A. 1 MHz BANDWIDTH MODE
To achieve long distance transmission, the 1 MHz bandwidth mode is specially designed in the IEEE802.11ah standard. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate channel prediction models in 1 MHz bandwidth mode, in which 24 subcarriers are included in one OFDM symbol and the number of discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is 32. The frame structure of the 1 MHz bandwidth mode is shown in Fig. 3 , and related parameters are given in Table 1 . It can be seen that a short training field (STF) with four OFDM symbols, a long training field (LTF) with four OFDM symbols, a SIG with six OFDM symbols, long training field with one OFDM symbol for each antenna and DATA with alterable OFDM symbols are included in one frame. For simplicity, we assume that the carrier frequency is 780 MHz, the bandwidth is 1 MHz and one OFDM symbol in DATA is included in one frame. Therefore, 15 OFDM symbols are included in one frame. In our paper, the classical Rayleigh fading channel is utilized. For fading channel, the maximum Doppler shift is set as 20 Hz, the total number of transmission paths is 4, in which power and delay are (0 −9.7 −19.2 −22.8) dBm and (0 110 190 410) ns, respectively. In this paper, CSI data in the first subcarrier are sampled to evaluate performance of the model. In addition, 5000 CSI samples in the first subcarrier are used to train the AEESN. Then the subsequent 1000 CSI samples are used to evaluate the prediction performance. In the training data, the first 3000 samples are used to initialize the reservoir state.
1) INPUT DIMENSION
It is well known that the prediction performances of neural network-based models are affected by the input data to some extent. In other words, the prediction performance is affected by the input L. Therefore, it is important to determine the proper input dimension for the model. Related parameters of the AEESN for real component and imaginary components are given in Table 2 . Related curves are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . It is noted that when increasing the input dimension for the AEESN in Fig. 4 , the RMSE tends to be steady; when input dimension is approximately 40, the RMSE is 1.279e−4, and the nonzero number in output weights is 8. When continuously increasing the input dimension, the RMSE tends to remain steady and the nonzero number tends to be increasing. Therefore, for the real component of CSI sample in 1 MHz bandwidth case, the proper input dimension is 40.
For the imaginary component of CSI sample, it is noted that when increasing the input dimension in the AEESN, the RMSE tends to be 1.5e-4 to 2e-4, as shown in Fig. 5 . The nonzero number in the estimated output weights tends to increase. Based on these results for the real component of CSI sample, the input dimension for the imaginary component of CSI sample is set as 40.
2) PREDICTION PERFORMANCE
In the above subsection, the input dimension in the AEESN is estimated for 1 MHz bandwidth mode. In this subsection, prediction performances of some evaluated models are given. Related parameters for the classic AR, SVM, BESN and AEESN are given in Table 3 and Table 4 . Related results are given in Table 5 and Table 6 . N AR is the order of the AR, and c, g and p denote the parameter C of C-SVC, gamma in the kernel function and the epsilon in loss function of epsilon-SVR in the SVM, respectively. Related curves are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . As we can see in Fig. 6 , the predicted curve of the CSI matches well with the ideal curve. The maximum absolute error is just 5e-4, which indicates that a satisfactory prediction performance is obtained for the real component of CSI samples. Then, related curves for imaginary component of CSI samples are shown in Fig. 7 . It is noted that an excellent fitting degree exists and the maximum absolute error also is 5e − 4. For the real component of CSI sample in Table 5 , the AR behaves the worst due to RMSE of 2.55e-3, NRMSE of 4.29e-3, SMAPE of 4.01e-2 and MAPE of 6.39e-2. In addition, 40 nonzero output weights exist in the classic AR. The SVM shows improved prediction performance, with RMSE of 6.57e-4, NRMSE of 1.08e-3, SMAPE of 6.91e-3 and MAPE of 7.45e-3. However, 723 support vectors are required for every output weight. Comparing to the two methods above, the BESN offers better prediction performance, which are RMSE of 2.32e-4, NRMSE of 3.77e-4, SMAPE of 2.57e-3 and MAPE of 2.34e-3. Although it has excellent prediction performance, it also has 240 nonzero estimated output weights. For the AEESN, only 5 nonzero output weights are selected, as the others are zero. In addition, it has the best prediction performance, with RMSE of 1.44e-4, NRMSE of 2.45e-4, SMAPE of 1.77e-3 and MAPE of 1.74e-3, which is superior to the classic AR, SVM and BESN methods. For the imaginary component of CSI sample, the predicted curve fits well to the ideal curve in Fig. 7 . Compared to the classic AR, SVM and BESN, the AEESN has the best prediction performances, with RMSE of 1.36e-4, NRMSE of 1.84e-4, SMAPE of 1.66e-3 and MAPE of 1.71e-3. In terms of output weight sparsity, only 5 nonzero output weights are selected in the AEESN.
3) MULTI-STEP PREDICTION
In the above subsection, one-step prediction performances of the evaluated models are given. Therefore, in order to further evaluate the performances of the models, multistep prediction is tested. Parameters are inherited from those in the above subsection. The results from the 1-th step to the 25-th step for the evaluated models are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 .
For the real component of CSI sample in 1 MHz bandwidth mode, it is noted that when increasing the prediction horizon, the performances of the four evaluated models deteriorate. The classic AR is inferior to the SVM before the 14-th step, and the SVM is becoming inferior to the classic AR after the 14-th step. The main reason is that the nonlinear mapping ability in the SVM is limited. The SVM has well nonlinear mapping ability with less step prediction than the classic AR. However, the nonlinear mapping ability in the SVM is insufficient for mapping nonlinear data for long-range prediction. The BESN displays excellent prediction performance with increased prediction range, as shown in Fig. 8 . Compared to the classic AR, SVM and BESN, the AEESN offers the best prediction performance. When predicting in the 3-th step, the RMSE in the AEESN is just 0.0005, compared to 0.0062 in the classic AR, 0.0011 in the SVM and 0.0006 in the BESN. When predicting in the 20-th step, the RMSE in the AEESN is just 0.0187, compared to 0.0711 in the classic AR, 0.0557 in the SVM and 0.0217 in the BESN.
For the imaginary component of CSI sample in the 1MHz bandwidth mode, it is clear that before the 14-the step, the SVM is superior to the classic AR, and after the 14-the step, the prediction performance in the SVM deteriorates due to the limited nonlinear mapping ability of the given CSI sample. The BESN model performs better than the classic AR and SVM. Even so, the AEESN offers better prediction performance than the BESN. When predicting the 2-the step, the RMSE in the AEESN is just 0.0003, compared to 0.0059 in the classic AR, 0.0020 in the SVM and 0.0004 in the BESN. When predicting the 14-th step, the RMSE in the AEESN is only 0.0284, compared to 0.1303 in the classic AR, 0.1840 in the SVM and 0.0357 in the BESN. Based on those results, we can conclude that for real and imaginary components in 1 MHz bandwidth case, the AEESN provides better prediction performance in multi-step predictions.
4) ROBUSTNESS FOR VARIOUS SNRs
Noise power cannot be avoided when estimating CSI for wireless communication due to the complexities of outdoor environments. For channel prediction, it is necessary to evaluate models in various SNRs. In this subsection, related parameters are same as those in subsection 1. The results are shown in Table 7 and Table 8 .
For the real component of CSI sample, it is noted that when the SNR is less than 10 dB, the classic AR is a better predictor than the SVM. When SNR is 0 dB, the RMSE in the SVM is 0.3648, compared to 0.2234 in the classic AR. When the SNR is greater than 20 dB, the SVM behaves better than the classic AR. The main reason is the poor robustness for noise in the SVM. The classic AR offers better prediction performance in the case of high noise. The BESN is similar to the AEESN in CSI cases with noise. However, the estimated output weights are not sparse in the BESN, with 240 nonzero output weights. Compared to the BESN, the AEESN has fewer nonzero output weights. When the SNR is −10 dB, the BESN has 240 nonzero output weights, while the AEESN just has 41 nonzero output weights. When the SNR is 40 dB, only 8 nonzero output weighs exist in the AEESN. Due to less noise, the prediction performance is also improved to some extent. Therefore, necessary denoising strategies or channel estimation strategy [29] with high accuracy are required.
Results are given in Table 8 and Fig. 11 for the imaginary component of CSI sample with 1 MHz bandwidth mode. Like the real component, the SVM has better robustness to noise when the SNR is greater than 20 dB. When the SNR is less than 20 dB, due to the limited robustness for high noise, the SVM is inferior to the classic AR. Overall, the BESN is also similar to the AEESN. However, due to the lack of sparsity in estimated output weights, the BESN is inferior to the AEESN. When SNR is −10 dB, 42 nonzero weights are selected from 240 output weights. When the SNR is 40 dB, only 7 nonzero output weights are selected, compared to 240 nonzero output weights in the BESN. Therefore, we can conclude that the AEESN has excellent robustness to noise. 
B. 2 MHz BANDWIDTH MODE
The frame structure for the mode of bandwidth greater than or equal to 2 MHz is shown in Fig. 12 . A short training field (STF) with two OFDM symbols, a long training field (LTF) with two OFDM symbols, a SIG with two OFDM symbols, long training field with one OFDM symbol for each antenna and DATA with alterable OFDM symbols are included in one frame. For simplicity, we assume that the carrier frequency is 780 MHz, the bandwidth is 2 MHz and DATA has one OFDM symbol. Therefore, 7 OFDM symbols are included in one frame. Other specific parameters are shown in Table 9 . Like the 1 MHz bandwidth mode, the maximum Doppler shift is set to 20 Hz, the total number of transmission paths is 4 and the power and delay are (0 −9.7 −19.2 −22.8) dBm and (0 110 190 410) ns, respectively. In this mode, the CSI data in the first subcarrier is sampled to evaluate model performance. In addition, 5000 CSI samples are used to train the model. Then the subsequent 1000 CSI samples are used to evaluate prediction performance. To initialize the reservoir state in the AEESN, the first 3000 samples of training data are utilized.
1) INPUT DIMENSION
Similar to the 1 MHz bandwidth mode, the proper input dimensions are determined for the 2 MHz bandwidth mode. The related parameters of AEESN for real and imaginary components of the first subcarrier are given in Table 10 . Related curves are shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. For the real component of CSI shown in Fig. 13 , the RMSE tends to be steady when increasing the input dimension in the AEESN. The proper input dimension is 40 or 50, the RMSE is approximately 1.03e − 4, and the nonzero number is approximately 5. For the imaginary component of CSI sample, the RMSE also tends to be steady when increasing the input dimension. When the input dimension is 40, the RMSE is 1.16e − 4 and the nonzero number is 6. However, when the input dimension is 50, the RMSE tends to worsen, although the nonzero number is still 6. When the CSI is predicted for the first subcarrier, the same input dimension is required for both the real and imaginary components. Therefore, the overall input dimension for the CSI sample in the 2 MHz bandwidth mode is set as 40.
2) PREDICTION PERFORMANCE
The above subsection provides the information to confirm the proper input dimensions for the AEESN. This subsection offers the prediction performances of the entire system. Related parameters are given in Table 10 , Table 11 and  Table 12 . Related curves are given in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 . Fig. 15 shows that the predicted CSI matches well with the ideal CSI for real component. The absolute errors are also given in Fig. 15 . It is noted that the maximum absolute error is just 4.035e − 4. For the imaginary component of CSI sample, the predicted curve fits well with the ideal curve. The maximum absolute error is also just 5.304e − 4, which indicates that excellent prediction performance is obtained by the AEESN. Table 13 and Table 14 show the criteria for the evaluated models. In the real component of CSI sample, the classic AR behaves the worst, with RMSE of 3.60e − 3, NRMSE of 3.6e − 3, SMAPE of 4.6e − 3 and MAPE of 1.31e − 2, although its nonzero number is just 40. The SVM has better prediction performance than the AR in one-step prediction, with RMSE of 1.10e − 3, MRMSE of 1.40e − 3, SMAPE of 2.6e − 3 and MAPE of 2.50e − 3. However, 497 support vectors are required for every variable in the SVM, so it has more computational complexity than the AR. The BESN behaves better than the AR and SVM. Its prediction performances shows RMSE of 1.96e − 4, NRMSE of 2.54e − 4, SMAPE of 5.32e − 4 and MAPE of 5.31e − 4. However, its nonzero number is 240, which indicates that its estimated output weights are not sparse. The AEESN has the best prediction performance, performances, with RMSE of 1.39e−4, NRMSE of 2.16e−4, SMAPE of 6.98e − 4 and MAPE of 7.01e − 4. In addition, only 5 nonzero weights are selected from 240 output weights. Compared to the BESN, the AEESN behaves better in terms of prediction performance and sparsity in output weights. Therefore, based on above results, we can conclude that the AEESN has satisfactory one-step prediction performances for CSI in the 2 MHz bandwidth mode in the IEEE802.11ah standard.
3) MULTI-STEP PREDICTION
In the above subsection, one-step prediction performances of the models are given. Similar to the 1 MHz bandwidth mode, we evaluate the models in multi-step prediction. The related parameters are same to those in subsection above. Related results for the 1-th step to the 25-th step prediction are shown in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 .
As seen in Fig. 17 , the classic AR behaves the worst with an increased prediction horizon. Overall, the SVM has better prediction performance than the AR. The BESN has better than the AR and SVM. When the prediction horizon is the 25-th step, the RMSE is 0.0877 for the AR, 0.0314 for the SVM and just 0.0089 for the BESN. The RMSE in the BESN is just 10.15% of that in the AR and 28.24% of that in the SVM. Compared to the BESN, the AEESN has better performance in multi-step prediction. When the prediction is the 25-th step, the RMSE in the AEESN is just 0.0064, compared to 0.0089 in the BESN. Obviously, the AEESN is superior to the AR, the SVM and the BESN for the real component of CSI sample.
The related curves are shown in Fig. 18 for the imaginary CSI component in 2 MHz bandwidth case. The classic AR still behaves the worst when increasing the prediction range. Compared to the classic AR, the SVM has better prediction performance. When the prediction range is the 25-th step, the RMSE in the AR is 0.0680, while the RMSE in the SVM is just 0.0450, which is 66.18% of the former. The BESN has better prediction performance than the SVM and the classic AR. When prediction range is the 25-th step, the RMSE in the BESN is 0.0068, which is 10% of the AR and 15.11% of the SVM. With RMSE of 0.0060, the AEESN provides better prediction performance. Therefore, we can conclude that for the imaginary component of CSI sample in 2MHz bandwidth mode, the AEESN also is superior to the AR, SVM and BESN.
4) ROBUSTNESS FOR VARIOUS SNRs
Similar to the 1 MHz bandwidth mode, it is necessary to evaluate models in various SNRs in the 2MHz bandwidth mode. The elated parameters are the same as those in subsection 1, except that λ 1 = 5e − 4 and λ 2 = 1e − 5. The related results are given in Table 15 and Table 16 and the related curves are shown in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 .
The SVM behaves the worst due to its poor robustness against noise. When the SNR is −10 dB in Table 15 , the RMSE in the SVM is 2.5644 compared to 0.5561 in classic AR, 0.4812 in the BESN and 0.5308 in the AEESN. When the SNR increases, the RMSE in the SVM is closer to that of the AR. When the SNR is 40 dB, the SVM is same as the classic AR. Based on those results, when the SNR is greater than 40 dB, the SVM is superior to the classic AR. However, many support vectors are required. When the SNR is −10 dB, 4950 support vectors are required for every variable in Table 15 . Moreover, 2765 support vectors are required when the SNR is 40 dB. The BESN is similar to the AEESN in terms of noise resistance. However, the estimated output weights are not sparse in the BESN, while just 40 nonzero estimated output weights are selected in the AEESN when the SNR is −10 dB. When the SNR is 40 dB, 8 nonzero output weights are selected in the AEESN, compared to 240 output weights in the BESN. Therefore, in terms of output weight sparsity, the AEESN is superior to the BESN and for prediction performance, the AEESN is better than the AR and SVM.
The results are shown in Table 16 for the imaginary component of CSI sample in the 2 MHz bandwidth mode. The RMSE in the SVM is 1.2577 when the SNR is −10 dB. When the SNR increases, the RMSE decreases. When the SNR is 40 dB, the RMSE in the SVM is similar to that in the classic AR. Overall, the SVM behaves the worst in resisting noise in the CSI sample. The classic AR has better prediction performance than the SVM, although it is inferior to the BESN and the AEESN in cases of high SNR. When the SNR is 30 dB, the RMSE in the classic AR is 0.0145, which is less than SVM (0.0170) and greater than the BESN (0.0123) and the AEESN (0.0120). In terms of output weight sparsity, the classic AR, SVM and BESN cannot produce sparse output weights, while excellent sparse output weights are obtained in the AEESN. When SNR is −10 dB, 41 nonzero output weights are selected, and when the SNR is 40 dB, only 8 output weights are chosen, compared to 240 nonzero output weights in the BESN, as shown in Table 16 . Therefore, based on the above results in various SNR cases, we can conclude that the AEESN has satisfactory robustness to noise.
V. CONCLUSION
The IEEE802.11ah standard is a promising wireless communication technology for the IoT. In this paper, we focus on a channel prediction strategy in OFDM system of IEEE802.11ah. Specifically, an adaptive elastic net echo state network for channel prediction is introduced. The adaptive elastic net is imported to overcome the collinearity problem in input data and avoid ill-conditioned solutions when estimating the output weights in the ESN model. To evaluate the prediction performances of the models, one-step prediction, multi-step prediction and robustness for various SNRs in 2 MHz bandwidth mode and 1MHz bandwidth mode are researched. The results indicate that for CSI sample with high SNRs, the SVM has better short-term prediction performance than the classic AR. The main reason is that the nonlinear mapping ability in the SVM is limited. For CSI sample with less SNRs, the SVM behaves the worst. Overall, the BESN has better prediction performances than the classic AR and SVM. However, it cannot produce sparse output weights. The AEESN not only has satisfactory prediction performance, but also produces sparse output weights. Therefore, it can assure adaptive IoT communications.
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